
Red Stripe is painted with the 
doors ON.  Both the upper 
and lower halves of the TOP 
barrel hinge are painted red.

Movie has line 
going over flare at 
90° to flair itself.
DOES NOT 
follow same angle 
as upper edge

End line 
at seam 
of Flare

1.125” Measured from 
seam of flare to back 
stripe edge where flare 
meets tub/body

Numbers are 10” Tall. Placement 
should be 1.5” below hood seam, 
and 2.25” above edge of flair. 
Numbers centered on Stripe.
(Exact location depends on 
numbers chosen. Ex: 18 is 
narrower than 29)

Painting with flair on:
Line ends at the back 
edge of the front flair

Painting with flair off:
Line ends at approx 
2.75” from the tub’s 
wheel well.

Wheel Center Cap

End of stripe edge is slightly 
in front of center of wheel

Unlike the Front flare,
the Rear Flair is painted 
with the angle continuing 
OVER the flair.

Measure to Tub Seam,
NOT rear tub edge

Edge of EXTERIOR Body,
NOT Interior door jamb. Back stripe does NOT extend 

under soft top retaining channel.

Note: Flair and Stripe 
Edge are NOT parrallelNo 

Sahara 
Logo

73°
(Parrallel to rear edge)

20.25”

13.5” 6.75”

73°

Tub Angle 75°

Windshield 
Angle 70°

73°

6.75”

20.25”
13.5” 20.5”

Across Hood line should be at 
bottom edge of hood inges.

Tight arc to go from side angle 
to hood.

Hood Logo goes 4” up from 
raised hood line.

The graphic is 12” tall, 
centered on hood.

 For more information, please visit
JPMOTORPOOL.COM

1992 Jeep Wrangler Painting Guide

All dimensions are in Inches

Recomended Painting Steps:

1: Paint entire Jeep “Sand Beige”
2: Tape off Stripes, and apply stencil decals.
 A: Apply both the hood AND 
 side digit decal stencils.
3: Apply chosen Red Paint
4: Carefully remove tape/stencils and enjoy!

Detailed Build Guide and 
More Information at 

jpmotorpool.com/reference/jeep/jeep_guide.html

Jeep Illustration by Mark Jurgiel. 
New 2017 PDF information overlay by Adam Mark

Inside of windshild 
frame is sand beige.

Chrome lug nuts 
are painted Red 
(excluding spare tire)

Door handles and Locks 
remain stock/unpainted.


